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Introduction. An important first step in the current Mars exploration strategy [10] is the detection of sites where there is evidence for past or present near-surface water on Mars. This study evaluates the large-scale morphology of spring deposits and the physical processes of their formation, growth, and evolution in terms that relate to (1) their identification in image data, (2) their formation, evolution, and preservation in the environment of Mars, and (3) their potential as sites of long-term or late stage shallow groundwater emergence at the surface of Mars.

Purpose of this Research. The general geologic diversity of spring deposits and the factors controlling their formation and distribution are poorly constrained and incompletely documented. In addition, the relative importance of concentrated thermal sources (magmatic heat), water heated through deep groundwater circulation, and the mechanisms whereby water may circulate and emerge at the surface have been documented for limited settings. Systematic documentation of the range of spring deposit morphologies and their modes of formation is needed in order to search for spring deposits in the appropriate places on Mars and to be able to identify spring deposits given their wide range of characteristics. A survey of the large-scale morphologic characteristics and the geologic processes of spring deposits from the perspective of aerial identification, surgical processes, and general geologic association is needed in order to provide geologic context for biological, chemical, and in situ analyses and resource utilization studies.

Research on spring deposits has focused to date on obvious thermal springs consisting of combinations of carbonates, sulfides, related mineral species, and siliceous sinter, yet the vast majority of springs are of non-thermal origin and are constructed from low-temperature minerals dissolved in deeply circulated ground water. This second (low-temperature) type is likely to be important at many sites on Mars where groundwater emergence may be governed by hydrologic gradients more than simple thermal convection. It is also likely to be more widespread given the limited occurrence of volcanic settings on Mars. The physical processes of mineral spring development, and the importance of an arid environment in preserving and controlling these processes, are not well studied. This study establishes (1) the characteristics by which they can be morphologically recognized to provide additional criteria for high science potential, and the details of spring deposit deposition, and (2) the structure that may relate to accurate identification and interpretation of outcrops at lander and rover scales of observation.

Spring Deposits on Earth. Deposits accumulated at the site of springs have been studied for their economic importance [1], and because their chemical and biological origins are significant to understanding both early hydrologic and biotic processes [2]. Although it is frequently assumed that spring mound formation is associated with warm ("hydrothermal") springs, many, and arguably most, examples arise from water emerging at or near ambient temperature. The observed temperature of most active spring discharges associated with spring mound formation is between 5°C and 30°C [3]. Therefore the characteristics of “hot springs” are only one of a family of spring deposits that may be applicable.

Characteristics of Spring Deposits. Spring deposits may be as thick as 100 m and cover hundreds of square kilometers. They generally occur in one of five basic morphologies [3]: cascades, lake-fill, sloping mounds and fans, terraced mounds, and fissure ridges. In addition to these morphologies, a central vent-like (cratered cone) characteristic of non-thermal mineral springs occurs in a significant number of sites throughout the Southwest. Cratered cone spring morphologies appear similar to small volcanoes in that they constitute distinct cones several hundred meters to over a kilometer in basal dimension that are frequently surmounted by a summit “crater” (Figure 1).

The differing morphologies arise because the process of volume accumulation is constrained by the variable geometry and dynamics of a point source. The morphology may be sufficient for detection of spring

FIGURE 1. Air photo of a typical travertine mound, one of π such mounds consisting of freshwater carbonates associated the emergence of deeply circulated ground water along h angle fault lying down the hydrologic gradient from Springerville volcanic field [11].
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sites from aerial and orbital image data when combined with knowledge of environments favorable for spring formation, their morphological variability, and factors influencing their morphology. Spring deposits might be expected to occur in areas where there is evidence of long-term emergence of ground water at the surface or where emergence is predicted from considerations of potential groundwater hydrologic gradients.

Mineralogy of Spring Deposits. A significant part of most spring deposits terrestrially is travertine, a form of freshwater evaporite rock formed by both organic and inorganic processes [3, 4]. CaCO₃ is the primary dissolved mineral in terrestrial spring deposits (Fig. 1), but H₂S is also significant in many springs and supports most of the bacteriologically precipitated deposits [3]. It is easy to envision that other water soluble minerals and elements, such as sulfur and sulfur-iron compounds, could be important where these are important constituents of host rocks.

Geologic Setting of Spring Deposits. Throughout the southwestern U.S., spring deposits occur where a significant vertical discontinuity interrupts the groundwater flow and cause the water to emerge at the surface. Spring deposits are particularly common in association with high-angle faults, which act as high hydraulic conductivity conduits for aquifers confined by overlying aquitards and aquifers. Faults on the margins of basins and other discontinuous structures, such as anticlines, where aquifers are brought in contact with less permeable rocks or where an aquifer is abruptly terminated within existing topographic slopes by recent faulting are common sites (Fig. 2). Spring deposits are thus associated with many tectonically active and formerly active areas where evaporation rates and mineral content of spring water are high.

Application to Mars. The upper few kilometers of the Martian crust are likely to be highly fractured [5, 6] and thus permeable to fluid flow and aquifer development [7]. If water is present in the subsurface as a fluid, it will accumulate within the permeable zone and, under the force of gravity, flow from topographically high regions to regions of discharge at topographically low regions. At that point it is either discharged or accumulated in the subsurface. The gradient on the upper surface of the water-saturated region defines the top of the water table [8, 9]. The flow is controlled by the relief on the water table, or the potentiometric surface, which is generally a subdued reflection of the surface topography. At the largest scales, we may expect that water in a Martian aquifer of regional extent will flow from high elevations, such as the highlands to lowlands or local basins.

The influence of environment of formation on spring deposition, such as ambient pressure and temperature, is also unknown, as are the potential materials that might comprise spring deposition environments on Mars. The corresponding deposits may reflect these differences. Spring deposits formed from carbonates appear relatively unlikely on Mars because there is as yet little evidence for extensive carbonate in the surface. Nonetheless many minerals are soluble in water and will respond similarly to dissolution, transportation, and deposition during desiccation. The abundant of dissolvable compounds in the Martian crust must be great. Given the deeply brecciated nature likely for the highlands and the widespread distribution of atmospherically transported volatiles and dust, including volcanic and impact-generated aerosols, the crust is likely to be liberally mixed with compounds that are unstable in water. Sulfur, sulfides, and related iron-rich materials may be important water-soluble materials that could constitute spring deposits. This research is supported by the Mars Fundamental Research Program, NASA.